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The SAW-approximation is calculated for the quantum-mechanical XÍ-model for spin { in a
parallel magnetic field. For this purpose we derive an exact expression for the internal weight

factors of the polygon graphs.

In this approximation we obtain an analytic expression for the phase-separation line in the

(1/, ?)-phase. The critical exponents are the same as for classical models.

1. Introduction

The usual procedure to derive series expansions for lattice models is to establish

a correspondence between the different terms in an expansion of some thermo-

dynamic functions and the different graphs that can be drawn on a lattice, accord-

ing to some specific rulesr). The contribution of eaèh graph factorizes in two parts,

the first being a numerical c'onstant (lattice constant) derived from the number of
embeddiirgs of the graph in the underlying lattice, the second being an internal

weight factor of the graph, determined by the hamiltonian.

In the self-avoiding walk (SAW) approximation2) one rejects in every order of
the expànsion all graphs except the one with the largest lattice constant. In this

way one obtains the closed polygons as SAW-graphs for the free energy and the

open chains for susceptibility-type functions. This SAW-approximation has been

applied quite successfullya) to several classical modelso like the Ising model3'a)

and the classical Heisenberg modela), which have the advantage that the internal

weight factors of the graphs can be determined rather easily. The asymptotic ex-

pressions for the lattice constants of the SAW-graphs with a large number of
bonds are given in standard notation by

n-1un n pan-h-r (la)
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cn '-u' p'nn (1b)

for closed polygons and open chains respectively..p is the connective constant of
the lattice (e.5. p ry 10.035 fot the f.c.c. lattice) and in three dimensions /? : Í,
g: +. As a result one obtains a critibal point at p,-r and. critical exponents

which are somewhere between the mean-field exponents, and the exact expo-

nents.

This partial success allows us to expect that an analogous appro4imation to

the thermodynamic functions of the Xl-model will also give non-trivial results,

which should contain an improvement over the mean-field approximation. Betts

et al.t,s) have derived a graphical representation of the high-temperature series

expansions for this model, and this method has been extended by Dekeyser and

Rogiers6) to the case where an external parallel magnetic field is present. The main

difficulty in applying the SA}V-approximation to this quantum-mechanical model

is to obtain an asymptotic expression for the internal weight factors of the SAW-

graphs.

2. The self-avoiding walk approximation for the partition function

In ref.6 it has been shown that the partition function Z for the spin ! XY
hamiltonian

(2)

nearest-neighbour pairs, may be ex-where <íj> indicates a summation over all
panded (with B : llkT) as

HZSí,
i

ros(r,o,^ry) *Ë, 
"t,

9.-
?

1

-losZ-r |/ '-''.

where

s-1

Z A (n, s,m)
m=L

x (1 + y)-' y*, (3) 3

y : exp (pH).

This expansion is a result,of a summation over the contributions of all ordered

graphs of arrows between the lattice points (vertices), where an arrow pointing

from j to i comes from the operator (ol a). When we read the operators in a given

contributing ordering from right to left, some vertices will first appear with an

annihilation operator (an arrow tail), others with a creation operator (an arrow

(4)
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XT-MODEL AND SELF-AVOIDING WALK APPROXIMATION 199

head); we call them of type I or fI, respectively In the following example, vertex

is oftype II, vertices 2 and3 are oftype I:

(a) arai a2ai a).

In considering the nf orderings of a given graph g," with n arrows and s vertices,

let us call X (gn", m)the number of these orderings withexactly m vertices of type I,
the remaininC (r - ltl) ones then being of type II. The contribution of the graph

g," to (3) is then shown6) to be given by

!:À
s

+ y)-' I X (go,, m) !*,
m=O

(s)

where N and S are the lattice constant and the symmetry factor of the graph. The

functions X(g,m) obey the rules

X(go",0).:0: X(g,",s) (6)

and

X (gn", m) : X (gn", s - m). (7)

In the self-avoiding walk approximation, we only retain the closed-polygon

graphs Pn,for which s : n.Except for their large lattice constants, we can find
here an extra'justification for this SAW-approximation in the fact that these are

the only graphs for which all z ! orderings give a non-zero (positive) contribution.
The lattice constants N(P,) are given asymptotically by (la), and S(P,) : 2,

since there are two ways to walk around a polygon.

Since the number of vertices of type I does not change in a cyclic permutation

of the arrow ordèring as was shown in ref. 6, all X (gn,, m) are entire multiples

of n, and we therefore prefer to work with the reduced weights:

T (n, m) - n- L X (P", ffi).

In the SAW-approximation, we thus obtain the free energy

F - I to, Z '"' log (2 cosh +pH)

^r
+ 2ï $'1.10 +-!))" /r(P,) i ,*r (n,m).

,72 (n 1) ! v1-s

(8)

of ttrre XY-model frorn

(e)

We may remark at this point that the Takagi model, treated in ref. 6 in analogy

with the XY-model, will not exhibit a tricritical point in the SAW-approximation

In the partition function for this model, we have to replace in (3) the factor
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(1 + ./)-" by x", where x is an independent varibble, arising from the presence of
a second field variable. The only effect of this factor in the approximation (9) is

to rescale the temperature from pJ into BJx, and this can never lead to a tricritical
point.

3. Properties of the T (n, m)

On a closed polygon Pn all orderings of the affows give a non-vanishing contri-

bution for the spin I XY model, since only the presence of two creation (or an-

nihitation) operators on the same vertex can cause the vanishing of the contri-
bution. Therefore

T(n,m)_ (n - 1)!.

Furthermore, no ordering gives m :0 ot m : n, and only the n orderings in
which oire walks along the polygon in an uninterrupted way give m: I, since

only at the starting vertex do we find an arrow tail before a head. Thus

F
(10)

(1 1)T(n,0): T(n,n):= 0, T(n, l)- T(n,n - 1): 1.

'We now derive a recursion relation for the reduced weights. Let us tlerefore'

consider all (n - 1) ! orderings of an (n - l)-polygon with vertices labeled l, 2,,- . . ,

n - l. We want to put an extra vertex with label z between the (n - 1)- and the

l-vertex, by replacing (oÏa,-r)by (ala,-) and adding a ne\M factor (qÏa*).If
we put this new factor in front Of the other factors, then all the cyclic permuta-

tions ofthese (z - 1)! orderings give all n! new orderings.

T (n, m) is then by its definition equal to the number of the new orderings with
(al a,\ in front, and with exactly m vertices of type I.

In the original ordering we may encounter two different situations: ;f-
a) Vertex 1 was of type I; this means that the operators were ordered like

' *,r-1) ... (oïar) "'."' (41

The addition of a ne\il vertex transforms this into

(al o) . .. (oI o,-,) .. . (oï or) ..' ,

which has the same m-valaeas before, since vertex I is still of type I and the new

vertex n is of type II.
b) Vertex 1 was oftype II, the operators were ordered as

... (oïor) ... (oÏo,-r) '.' .

:rl
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With the nth vertex this gives

(oi on) ... (oï ot) ... (oÏ on-r) "' .

201

Here vertex I changes its type from II to I, and if we want to arrive at z vertices

of type f, we must start from an original ordering with (tn - l) vertices of type I.
In order to obtain the T (n, ln) desired orderings, we must thus start from those

orderings out of the X(Pn-l,n) ones which are in situation a) and from those

of the X (P"- t, .ln - 1) ones which are in situation b)..Due to the rotational sym-

metry of the polygon the number of permutations in which a given vertex is of
type I is the same for all vertices, and it must be equal to X (P,, m) mln. The num-

ber of permutations for which a given vertex is of type II is then X (P' , m) (n- nt)ln.

This means that we finally obtain

T (n, m) X (P"- r, nl) +
(n 1) (m 1)

X (P"- 12 tn 1)
n1

T (n, m) (12)

To the existence of such a recursion relation was already hinted by LeeT). The

solution of this relation with the boundary conditions (l l) is given by

m:
n1

m

T(n,m):IC-1)o
k:O

- k)"-t

functions have a sharp

they behave almost like

(1 3)

maximum at m - nl2, in the neigh-

a gaussian exponential.

('o)*

For a'given n these

bourhood of which

4. The thermodynamic functions

By substituting (13) in (9) one now obtains for the summation ove:Í m

nn

L y*T (n, m) - I .*p
m=A m=O

(:)
m

(ïndL
k:O

(- 1)o

:jc-r)o(:)

@

XI
j=n

exp (pHk)ï-."n $nà p'-L
p:o

^, (- 1 l0H)" (n 1)! exp (|Hn) I C- 1)o
k=O (i)

(- pH)r (n k)i b I. (14)
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We approximated the sum over p : m - k by an integral, which approximation

"we expect to be valid in the asymptotic limit for large n.The sum over k maynow
be recognized to produce the Stirling numbErs of the second kinds'e):

É r-1) r (';) a k)r - n! v5')

and sinces)

il i, s@) 
(- P:Ï)r : (exp (- pH) - r)n ,

j:n J !

we finally obtain for the singulat part of the free

P": *trn-' (#)

(1 6)

energy (9), also using (1a):

[-,os (+teh ry\' e7)F",\r 2\Wteh +1" n-h-L ,\,2reh)

(1 s)

(1 8)

This expression is only valid in the high-temperature domain, i.e. for P < P"
where the critical temperature is determined by the singularity of the logarithm
appearing in (17):

This expression for the boundary in the (H,T)'phase between the ferro- and

paramagnetic phases is the same expression as derived by mean-field theory, ex-

cept for the appearance of p instead of the coordination number q of the lattice.

As a consequence \rye obtain

kT" (H : 0)P : Plz

whièh is 5.017 for the f.c.c. lattice, compared to 6 in mean-field theory and,4.524

from series expansion analysis. The ground state critical field predicted by (18) is

Ho(T :0) : Jtr' (20)

compared to Jq in mean-field theory. Austen and Plischkelo) argued that A"(0)
should be exactly equal to./q; series expansion analysis is inconclusive.

For B ? p",the free energy (17) behaves like

(tet

(21)
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which gives as specific heat critical exponent a : 2 - ft. This is the same expo-

nent as derived by the SAW-approximation for the Ising and classical Heisenberg

model, which seems to indicate that the argument by de Gennesll), namely that

all sAW-approximations belong to the universality class z : 0, may also be

applieci to the quantum models. (21) gives also a prediction on the amplitudes of

the specific heat singulaiitY.
In an analogous way one can derive the fluctuation series5'6) from the open

chain graphs. Its singular part, which gives also the singular part ofthe transverse

susceptibility, has the same form as (21), but with hreplaced by (-g - 1)' The

critical exponent y is (S * l), i.e. y :! fot d : 3 instead of y : 1'33 from

series expansions. The amplitude predicted for the susceptibility singularity does

not agree with sepies analysis results6); an increase.of the amplitudes is predicted

with increasing H, whereas series analysis indicates a decrease'

5. ïhe classical XI-model

For the classical XY-model, or plane rotator, one has to calculate instead of (5)

the contribution of the n-sided polygons in the following rvay' by integrating over

the angles í), of the vectors 
^S, 

with fixed length ^t 
: *:

OO,)

where C is the normalization

c- Idaexp (PHs')- *sinh ry.'pH2

This gives for the singular pafi of the free energy

F"'-' z!(,otr' + - h)1n 
n- o-' 

;

and the classical phase diagtam is determined-bV

coth 
p"H

2

exp (ur,D,r;) (sïsi(pr),N(P,) c-n(,qt + ,slsï) ... (sïsï + sïsï)
(22)

(23)

U

-a\

(24)

H (2s)-p"H 2Jp
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6. Conclusion

R. DEKEYSER AND M. REYNAERT

We have derived the SAW-approximation for the thermodynamic functions of
the quantum-mechanical Xl-model for spin l. The critical exponents are the
same as the SAW-exponents for the Ising model, confirming an argurirent by
de Gennesll), The phase diagram in the (H,T)-plane is determined analytically
and we obtain the mean-field phase boundary scaled by a factor plq. The pre- .l
dictions on the critical amplitude are contradicted by series analysis.
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